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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the impact of aerosol forcing uncertainty on the robustness of estimates of the
twentieth-century warming attributable to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Attribution analyses
on three coupled climate models with very different sensitivities and aerosol forcing are carried out. The
Third Hadley Centre Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere GCM (HadCM3), Parallel Climate Model (PCM), and
GFDL R30 models all provide good simulations of twentieth-century global mean temperature changes
when they include both anthropogenic and natural forcings. Such good agreement could result from a
fortuitous cancellation of errors, for example, by balancing too much (or too little) greenhouse warming by
too much (or too little) aerosol cooling.
Despite a very large uncertainty for estimates of the possible range of sulfate aerosol forcing obtained
from measurement campaigns, results show that the spatial and temporal nature of observed twentiethcentury temperature change constrains the component of past warming attributable to anthropogenic
greenhouse gases to be significantly greater (at the 5% level) than the observed warming over the twentieth
century. The cooling effects of aerosols are detected in all three models.
Both spatial and temporal aspects of observed temperature change are responsible for constraining the
relative roles of greenhouse warming and sulfate cooling over the twentieth century. This is because there
are distinctive temporal structures in differential warming rates between the hemispheres, between land and
ocean, and between mid- and low latitudes. As a result, consistent estimates of warming attributable to
greenhouse gas emissions are obtained from all three models, and predictions are relatively robust to the
use of more or less sensitive models. The transient climate response following a 1% yr⫺1 increase in CO2
is estimated to lie between 2.2 and 4 K century⫺1 (5–95 percentiles).

1. Introduction
Quantitative comparisons between observed and
modeled patterns of temperature change yield valuable
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information about the causes of past climate change
(e.g., Stott et al. 2000; Tett et al. 2002; Karoly et al.
2003; Santer et al. 2003a). Such comparisons led the
Third Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Houghton et al. 2001)
to conclude that “In the light of new evidence and taking into account the remaining uncertainties, most of
the observed warming over the last 50 years is likely to
have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations.” This statement was based on results from
optimal detection analyses, which seek to quantify the
contributions to past climate change from greenhouse
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gases and other external forcing factors (see Mitchell et
al. 2001 for more details).
While there is increasing confidence in a significant
greenhouse gas contribution to observed warming,
there remains a very large uncertainty in aerosol forcing estimated from knowledge of the pertinent aerosol
physics and chemistry (so-called forward calculations of
aerosol forcing). Estimates range from ⫺4 to 0 W m⫺2
(Anderson et al. 2003). The question remains therefore
as to whether attribution studies could be in error by
not taking fully into account the actual uncertainty in
aerosol forcing and the ranges of possible climatic responses to this highly uncertain forcing.
An important capability of the optimal detection
methodology is that it is able to distinguish the greenhouse warming component from other components of
anthropogenic climate change. These latter components are likely to be dominated by cooling due to the
net effects of aerosols. Given the large uncertainty in
forcing from aerosols, if the only information available
was a single number representing a trend or change in
global-mean near-surface temperature, then a very
large or small greenhouse warming could be balanced
by a very large or small aerosol cooling and it would be
impossible to discriminate between different possible
accounts of the observed warming. Optimal detection
algorithms that employ information on both space and
time scales are able, potentially, to distinguish between
different aspects of the greenhouse and aerosol fingerprints. An aim of this paper will be to determine which
information provides the most discrimination between
the greenhouse gas and sulfate aerosol responses.
Knowledge of the contributors to past temperature
change in turn provides information about likely future
rates of change. The technique for determining observationally constrained climate predictions was developed by Allen et al. (2000), based on the assumption
that a model that under- or overestimates the climate
response will tend to under- or overestimate the climate
response in the future. The validity of this linear scaling
assumption was examined in detail by Kettleborough et
al. (2005, manuscript submitted to J. Climate, hereafter
KET05), who showed that for most scenarios for which
there are steadily increasing anthropogenic emissions,
this is a robust approach. Stott and Kettleborough
(2002), using the Third Hadley Centre Coupled Ocean–
Atmosphere GCM (HadCM3), calculated observationally constrained predictions for a range of future emissions scenarios and examined the changing relationship
between emissions uncertainty and response uncertainty during the twenty-first century.
The predictions of Stott and Kettleborough (2002)
are observationally constrained and therefore should
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be relatively model independent, despite being based
on results from a single model. Here we additionally
analyze two other coupled models, which have also
been run with a range of natural and anthropogenic
forcings, the Parallel Climate Model (PCM) and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) R30
models. All three models give good simulations of
twentieth-century global mean temperatures when both
anthropogenic and natural forcings are included (Stott
et al. 2000; Meehl et al. 2003, 2004a; Broccoli et al.
2003). This is despite the fact that the PCM has a lower
sensitivity than the other models (Cubasch et al. 2001)
and projections of twenty-first-century temperature
change made using the PCM model are smaller than
those made with the HadCM3 and GFDL models.
The aim of this study is to investigate whether there
is sufficient information in observations of past nearsurface temperature change to constrain predictions,
whichever model is used, and, if so, to investigate which
aspects of the observed temperature record are responsible for discriminating between models. If Stott and
Kettleborough (2002) is correct, future warming rates
following a particular emissions path are likely to be
higher than projected by the PCM model and are more
likely to be closer to those of the GFDL R30 and
HadCM3 projections.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
provides a brief description of the models and the simulations considered, and the basic methodology is described briefly in section 3. Section 4 shows the attributed changes for the twentieth century, and section 5
discusses what these imply for the twenty-first century
for a scenario including emissions of both greenhouse
gases and sulfur and for the transient climate response
to a 1% yr⫺1 increase in carbon dioxide. Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the paper and discusses
the limitations of this approach. Further work will use
much larger multimodel ensembles to more fully characterize modeling uncertainty, which will be more important for constraining regional predictions.

2. Climate model simulations
Three models are considered: HadCM3, PCM, and
GFDL R30. They each have different climate sensitivities, ocean heat uptake efficiencies, and aerosol forcings, and these are summarized in Table 1. The relative
roles of climate sensitivity (expressed in terms of the
climate feedback parameter, ) and the efficiency of
ocean heat uptake () in determining rates of transient
warming in models are discussed by Raper et al. (2002).
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TABLE 1. Climate feedback parameter, ocean heat uptake efficiency, aerosol forcing (relative to preindustrial levels), and TCR for
the HadCM3, PCM, and GFDL R30 models.

HadCM3
PCM
GFDL

Climate feedback parameter
(, W m⫺2 K⫺1)

Ocean heat uptake efficiency
(, W m⫺1 K⫺1)

Aerosol forcing
(W m⫺2)

TCR
(K century⫺1)

1.2
2.0
0.9

0.6
0.6
0.9

⫺1.1
⫺0.58
⫺0.64

2.86
1.89
2.80

a. HadCM3
The atmospheric component of HadCM3 (Pope et al.
2000) has a horizontal grid spacing of 2.5° in latitude by
3.75° in longitude and 19 vertical levels. The oceanic
component (Gordon et al. 2000) has 20 vertical levels
on a 1.25° by 1.25° grid. Unlike HadCM2 (its predecessor), HadCM3 does not require flux adjustments of
heat and water at the air–sea interface to maintain a
stable climate for multicentury integrations. Model
years start on 1 December and annual mean data from
both the model and the observations are calculated
from 1 December to 30 November. As a shorthand,
dates quoted in the text are given as, for example, 1910
when referring to the period 1 December 1909 to 30
November 1910.
We consider ensembles of climate model simulations,
each ensemble consisting of four simulations starting
from a different initial condition taken from a long multicentury control run of HadCM3 (CONTROL). Members of the first ensemble we consider are forced with
changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHGs). The
second ensemble (ANTHRO) is forced with changes in
well-mixed greenhouse gases plus anthropogenic sulfur
emissions and their implied changes to cloud albedos,
and tropospheric and stratospheric ozone changes. The
third ensemble is forced with changes in both solar irradiance and stratospheric aerosol following volcanic
eruptions (NATURAL). These simulations are identical to those described in more detail by Tett et al.
(2002). In addition a fourth ensemble (ALL) contains
all of the above forcings. Stott et al. (2000) showed that
external forcings in the ALL ensemble are the main
contributors controlling near-surface decadal mean
temperature changes on global and continental land
scales. Whereas the HadCM3 simulations that include
both natural and anthropogenic forcings successfully
simulate twentieth-century temperatures, simulations
that include just natural forcings fail to capture warming observed over recent decades.

b. PCM
The Department of Energy (DOE) PCM model is a
coupled ocean–atmosphere general circulation model

that does not use flux correction. It has a resolution of
T42 in the atmosphere (roughly 2.8° by 2.8°) with 18
levels in the vertical. The ocean resolution is roughly
2/3°, reducing to 1/2° in the equatorial Tropics, with 32
levels. It is described in detail by Washington et al.
(2000) and has been used in many studies (Ammann et
al. 2003; Meehl et al. 2003; Santer et al. 2003b,a; Meehl
et al. 2004a). A large suite of ensemble simulations of
the PCM model has been made, which includes five
forcing agents in various combinations. These are
changes in solar output, stratospheric volcanic aerosols,
well-mixed greenhouse gases, changes in tropospheric
and stratospheric ozone, and the direct effect of sulfate
aerosols. A four-member ensemble has been made including all the forcings listed above as have fourmember ensembles of the combined anthropogenic
forcings and four-member ensembles of the combined
natural forcings. For each forcing agent there is also a
four-member ensemble including that forcing only.
Meehl et al. (2004a) show that the late twentieth century can only be reproduced in the PCM model when
anthropogenic forcings are included. Their results also
indicate that the early twentieth-century warming is
mainly caused by natural forcing in the model, mainly
from increases in solar output (0.2-K warming in the
1940s compared to the beginning of the century from
simulations including changing forcing from increases
in solar irradiance only, warming that is larger than that
estimated from simulations with changing volcanic forcing only).

c. GFDL R30
The GFDL R30 model is a coupled ocean–atmosphere general circulation model that uses flux adjustments for heat and water that vary seasonally and
spatially but are fixed from one year to the next, to
maintain a stable multicentury climate simulation. The
atmospheric model employs the spectral transform
method with rhomboidal truncation at zonal wavenumber 30 corresponding to approximately 2.2° latitude by
3.75° longitude with 14 levels in the vertical. The ocean
component has a horizontal resolution of 2.25° latitude
by 1.875° longitude with 18 vertical levels. The model is
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described in detail by Delworth et al. (2002). Broccoli
et al. (2003) describe a series of ensemble integrations
of the GFDL R30 coupled model. The first ensemble
includes time-varying forcings from greenhouse gases
only (G), and in the remaining three ensembles forcings
from the direct effects of anthropogenic sulfate aerosols
(GS), solar variability (GSS), and stratospheric volcanic
aerosols (GSSV) are added progressively, so that the
fourth ensemble contains all four of these forcings.
Each ensemble consists of three simulations initialized
from different states in a multicentury control simulation of the model. They find from comparison with observations that the addition of the natural forcings improves the simulation of global multidecadal trends in
temperature, precipitation, and ocean heat content. Solar and volcanic forcings are important contributors to
early twentieth-century warming, and cooling from volcanoes reduces the warming simulated for the late
twentieth century.

d. Simulations of twentieth-century temperature
changes
Global mean warming was not steady during the
twentieth century (Fig. 1a, black line). Instead there
was a warming of about 0.2 K decade⫺1 from the early
1970s and a similar rate of warming in the early part of
the century, in between which there was a period of
more than three decades when temperatures showed no
long-term increase. All three models reproduce the
main features of the observed evolution of global mean
near-surface temperature during the twentieth century
when they include both anthropogenic and natural forcings (Fig. 1a). They also agree in showing that the
warming observed in the last three decades of the twentieth century is not consistent with simulations that do
not include anthropogenic forcings (Fig. 1b). All these
analyses agree in finding that recent warming is largely
anthropogenic, whereas natural forcings play a larger
role in causing the early century warming in the models.
The models differ much more in their predictions of
future warming rates following a particular scenario
than in their simulations of past temperature change
(Fig. 1c). In the past, differences between the models’
overall warming response to forcing from greenhouse
gases and from aerosols tend to cancel, whereas the
model’s climate sensitivity is much more important for
future warming, when forcing changes are dominated
by the increasing forcing from well-mixed greenhouse
gases.
There are also greater differences in the models’
simulations of the large-scale spatial patterns of temperature change. Figure 2 compares decadal mean ob-
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servations and simulations of four basic indices of nearsurface temperature change that have been used previously in a number of detection studies (e.g., Karoly and
Braganza 2001; Braganza et al. 2003). They are global
mean near-surface temperature (Fig. 2a), the interhemispheric difference in near-surface temperature expressed as mean Northern Hemisphere temperature
minus mean Southern Hemisphere temperature (Fig.
2b), the contrast between land and ocean surface temperature calculated as the difference between mean
surface air temperature over land and mean sea surface
temperature (Fig. 2c), and the mean meridional temperature gradient in the NH midlatitudes defined as the
difference of the zonal band 52.5°–67.5°N minus the
zonal band 22.5°–37.5°N (Fig. 2d). Whereas the models
all have good simulations of global mean temperature
changes, they differ in how well they capture changes in
the other indices.

3. Methodology
The optimal detection analysis used by Stott and
Kettleborough (2002) for HadCM3 is additionally applied to the PCM and GFDL simulations. The methodology is described briefly below; further details are in
Tett et al. (2002).
We express observed decadal mean near-surface
temperature changes y as a linear sum of simulated
changes from x1 (GHG), x2 (ANTHRO), and x3 (either
NATURAL for HadCM3 and PCM or GSSV for
GFDL) plus noise, 0:
3

y⫽

兺 共x ⫺  兲␤ ⫹  ,
i

i

i

0

共1兲

i⫽1

where ␤i is the vector of unknown scaling factors to be
estimated in the regression. By including the additional
noise term i in the regression equation (Allen and
Stott 2003), we take into account the statistical uncertainty introduced by taking the model-simulated responses from a finite ensemble, which differ from the
underlying noise-free responses that would be obtained
from a hypothetical infinite ensemble.
The regression analysis is carried out in the space
spanned by the leading p empirical orthogonal functions of the covariance matrix of internal variability,
CN1. A consistency test (Allen and Tett 1999) is used to
test whether the residuals of regression are consistent
with internal variability. This test is indicative of when
things are going very wrong, for instance when the truncation is too high and modes of variability that are
poorly sampled by the available model representations
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FIG. 1. Global mean temperatures from observations (black lines), and simulations of the HadCM3 (red), PCM
(green), and GFDL R30 (blue) models when models are forced with (top) both anthropogenic and natural forcings,
(middle) natural forcings only, and (bottom) both anthropogenic and natural forcings to 2000 followed by anthropogenic forcings to 2100 according to the SRES A2 scenario. HadCM3 predictions are the mean of three simulations whereas PCM and GFDL R30 predictions are from a single model simulation.
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FIG. 2. Temperatures (relative to century mean) from observations (black lines), and simulations of the
HadCM3 (red), PCM (green), and GFDL R30 (blue) models for both anthropogenic and natural
forcings for (top left) global mean, (top right) difference between Northern Hemisphere and Southern
Hemisphere, (bottom left) difference between land and ocean, and (bottom right) difference between
temperatures averaged over the 52.5° to 67.5°N latitude band and the average over the 22.5° to 37.5°N
latitude band [meridional temperature gradient (MTG)].

of internal variability are being included in the optimization (Allen and Tett 1999). However, nonfailure of
the consistency test does not always indicate lack of
problems, such as results being very sensitive to truncation. Therefore, the approach taken here is to require
that the consistency test is passed and that the results
are stable for a wide range of truncations. Where appropriate, results are shown for a range of truncations
to illustrate sensitivity to choice of truncation.
To avoid any systematic drift in the simulations affecting the results, for each anomaly simulation, a linear
trend calculated from the appropriate control segment
is subtracted at each space and time point. For each of
the three models we analyze the 100-yr period 1900–99.
The observational dataset we use is an updated version
of the combined dataset of 1.5-m air temperature over
land and sea surface temperatures of Parker et al.
(1994).
To replicate the analysis of Stott and Kettleborough
(2002), decadal mean patterns of temperature change
are projected onto spherical harmonics, using a triangular truncation and truncating at T4 resolution, which
filters the data to retain only scales greater than 5000
km (Stott and Tett 1998). Some sensitivity studies are
carried out, in which, rather than projecting the data

onto spherical harmonics, the data are expressed in
terms of the indices of large-scale patterns of temperature change discussed in section 2d.
For all three models we estimate the scaling factors
on the greenhouse gas–only signal (G), the contribution
from other anthropogenic factors (mainly aerosols; S)
and from natural factors (NAT). For the HadCM3
and PCM models, these are obtained from the GHG,
ANTHRO, and NAT simulations by linear transformation, assuming that the climate response to these forcings is linearly additive, an assumption that appears
reasonable on large spatial scales (Meehl et al. 2004a;
Gillett et al. 2004). The scaling factors for the G, S, and
NAT signals are obtained for the GFDL model from a
linear transformation of the scaling factors on the G,
GS, and GSSV signals.
Differences between temperature changes attributable to aerosols and natural factors arise from differences in the shapes of the models’ predicted spatiotemporal patterns of response. The regression methodology used here accounts for uncertainty in the patterns
of response arising from having finite ensembles of
model simulations, which means that internal variability noise overlies the underlying model pattern of response. In addition, model patterns can be scaled up or
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FIG. 4. Trends over the twentieth century (K) attributable to
GHGs calculated from the HadCM3 (red), PCM (green), and
GFDL (blue) models and for the average of all three models
(black) over a range of truncations. Solid lines show 50 percentiles
of the distributions and dashed lines 5 and 95 percentiles. Note
that truncations are different for each model and are plotted over
the range of 10–30 for HadCM3, 31–50 for PCM, and 41–60 for
GFDL R30.

FIG. 3. (top) Scaling factors and (bottom) derived trends over
the twentieth century for the G (red), S (green), and NAT (blue)
contributions for HadCM3, PCM, and GFDL models. Solid lines
denote analyses including both global mean and subglobal information, dash lines denote analyses including just global mean
data, and dotted–dashed lines denote analyses including indices.
The solid black line in the bottom panel shows observed temperature trend over the century. Diamonds show temperature changes
from models unsealed by comparison with observations. Truncations for the analyses including both global mean and subglobal
information are 15, 40, and 50 for HadCM3, PCM, and GFDL
models, respectively; 10 for global mean analyses for all models;
and 20, 20, and 30 for analyses using indices for HadCM3, PCM,
and GFDL models, respectively. Truncations were chosen to pass
the consistency test and so that results were stable over a range of
truncations (see Fig 4).

down [the beta factors in Eq. (1)] to compensate for an
over- or underestimate of the observed climatic response to different forcings.

4. Attributable temperature change over the
twentieth century
The scaling factors from the three model analyses for
the truncations chosen for each model analysis are
shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3a and the correspond-

ing derived twentieth-century trends are shown by the
solid lines in Fig. 3b. For all three models, the 5 percentiles of the warming attributable to greenhouse
gases is larger than the observed warming of 0.6 K
(solid line in Fig. 3b). The warming attributable to
greenhouse gases is between 0.7 and 1.3 K. Good agreement between the three models is seen over a wide
range of truncations (Fig. 4). From these results it
seems very likely that greenhouse gases have caused
more warming than has been observed over the century.
The best estimates of aerosol cooling over the century range from 0.33 to 0.49 K (Fig. 3b, solid lines).
There is a larger fractional uncertainty over the amount
of cooling attributable to the net effects of aerosols
than the warming attributable to greenhouse gases, although for all three analyses the 5 percentiles of the
corresponding scaling factors are positive, consistent
with detection of aerosols in all three models (Fig. 3a).
Aerosols significantly reduce the warming that would
otherwise have been observed. Over the century as a
whole, there is a relatively small contribution from
natural factors. The HadCM3 and PCM analysis indicates a small warming from natural factors (0.05 K),
whereas the GFDL analysis indicates a small cooling of
⫺0.07 K, which combines with a smaller aerosol cooling
than the other two models (Fig. 3b).
The reconstructed contributions to twentieth-century
global mean temperature changes from the three model
analyses are shown in Fig. 5. The results from the
HadCM3 and PCM analyses are rather similar; most
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FIG. 5. Observed decadal mean global mean temperature changes over the twentieth century (black
lines) and best-fit reconstructions to twentieth-century global mean temperature change for contributions from G (red), S (green), and NAT (blue) for (a) HadCM3, (b) PCM, and (c) GFDL.

aerosol cooling occurs in the middle part of the twentieth century, and there is a small early century warming from natural factors. Aerosol cooling estimated
from the GFDL model is smaller, but it is still mostly
concentrated in the middle part of the century. The
greatest consistency between the shapes of the global

mean temporal response from the three analyses is for
the attributable greenhouse warming, which steadily increases during the century and amounts to a net warming of approximately 1 K over the century. The attribution analyses bring greenhouse warming from the
three models into better agreement. Scaling factors on
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FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 2, but with solid lines showing unscaled model simulations including
both anthropogenic and natural forcings (also shown in Fig. 2) and dashed lines showing best
estimates of temperatures reconstructed from the scaled contributions from G, S, and NAT.

both G and S are significantly greater than 1 (at the 5%
significance level) for the PCM model (Fig. 3), which
brings together the attributable greenhouse warming
from the lower-sensitivity PCM model and the warming
from the higher-sensitivity HadCM3 and GFDL models.
The importance of subglobal information in constraining the attributable temperature changes is demonstrated by the dashed bars in Fig. 3. These show the
results when only global mean temperatures are included in the optimal detection analyses. The uncertainty estimates (5–95 percentiles) from the global
mean–only analyses include the best estimates from the
full analyses, but uncertainties are generally larger
when only global mean data are used and there is a
greater spread between models. For the GFDL analysis, aerosols are no longer detected and aerosol cooling
is no longer significant. Based on an analysis of just
global mean information (including the temporal evolution of global mean temperatures), the overall warming attributable to greenhouse gases could be less than
the observed warming.
There is a greater difference between the models’
simulations of large-scale spatial patterns of temperature change over the twentieth century than their simulation of the global mean (Fig. 2). Further investigation
of the importance of subglobal information in discriminating between the climate response to the different
forcings is carried out using the indices of large-scale

temperature introduced in section 2d. These are the
global mean near-surface air temperature, the interhemispheric temperature contrast, the land–ocean temperature difference and the Northern Hemisphere meridional temperature gradient. The dashed–dotted lines
in Fig. 3 (i.e., the third of each set of colored bars) show
the results of an optimal detection analysis when decadal mean changes in these four indices are included.
Using these four indices alone makes only small differences to results from the full spatiotemporal analysis in
which patterns of temperature change are projected
onto spherical harmonics, truncated at T4 resolution.
This demonstrates that these indices summarize the
main features of the patterns of near-surface temperature response.
Figure 6 shows that the fitted reconstructions from
the three models are generally closer to the observations. The greatest improvement is for the PCM model,
which had the smallest aerosol cooling. The relative
lack of cooling in the middle part of the century in the
PCM model results in a lack of temporal structure in
the indices (solid green lines in Fig. 6). This explains
why, in the PCM model, the temperature difference
between Northern and Southern Hemispheres and the
temperature difference between the higher- and lowerlatitude bands continues to increase through the century rather than decrease in the middle part of the century and then increase in recent decades. An increase in
both the greenhouse warming and the aerosol cooling
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components (scaling factors larger than 1 for PCM in
Fig. 3) brings the model simulations into better agreement for the subglobal indices while maintaining a good
simulation of the global mean temperature evolution
(Fig. 6a).
These results demonstrate that the changes with time
of large-scale patterns of temperature change are responsible for constraining the relative roles of greenhouse warming and sulfate cooling over the twentieth
century. Santer et al. (1996) showed that a temporal
pattern in hemispheric temperature contrast would be
expected in the second half of the twentieth century
with the Southern Hemisphere warming more than the
Northern Hemisphere in the 1950s and 1960s and the
Northern Hemisphere warming more than the Southern Hemisphere subsequently. This pattern results
from temporal changes in the relative strengths of the
greenhouse gas and aerosol forcings. The fact that all
three models provide realistic simulations of twentiethcentury global mean temperature changes could be
taken to mean that each model is equally good at representing the temperature changes from greenhouse
gases and other climate forcings and that therefore predictions from each of the three models are equally
likely. However, the detection results reported here indicate that subglobal information, in addition to the
temporal pattern of global mean data, constrains the
possible range of greenhouse warming and aerosol
cooling likely to be consistent with the observed record.
Estimates of the likely range of aerosol cooling inferred from these analyses are given in Table 2. These
are derived by scaling the raw aerosol forcing in each
model (Table 1) by the ratio of the scaling factors for S
and G (the PDF of ␤S/␤G). This takes account of observational constraints on the climate response by assuming that the greenhouse gas forcing is well known
and that errors in the response of the model to different
forcings scale equally. These estimates (a combined 5–
95 percentile range of 0.4–1.4 W m⫺2) are broadly consistent with other inverse estimates of aerosol forcing
based on observational constraints (Forest et al. 2006;
Andronova and Schlesinger 2001; Knutti et al. 2002;
Knutti et al. 2003) and appear to exclude larger magnitudes of aerosol forcing derived from forward calculations (Anderson et al. 2003).
A sensitivity study has been carried out by perturbing
the HadCM3 aerosol pattern to determine how robust
results are to uncertainty in the relative roles of Northern and Southern Hemisphere cooling in response to
aerosol forcing. If the Southern Hemisphere aerosol
cooling is increased from its model value of 35% of
Northern Hemisphere cooling to over 50%, the effects
of aerosols are no longer detected. Attribution results
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TABLE 2. Estimates of TCR and net aerosol forcing (relative to
preindustrial levels) derived from optimal detection analyses carried out on the HadCM3, PCM, and GFDL R30 models and when
the PDFs derived from the three models are combined into a
single PDF by averaging.
Net aerosol forcing
(W m⫺2 K⫺1)
5, 50, 95 percentiles
HadCM3
PCM
GFDL
Combined

0.40,
0.77,
0.32,
0.42,

1.01,
1.06,
0.68,
0.93,

1.38
1.47
1.09
1.38

TCR
(K century⫺1)
5, 50, 95 percentiles
2.12,
2.20,
2.28,
2.19,

3.22,
2.77,
3.07,
3.02,

4.46
3.65
3.93
4.01

appear to be most sensitive to perturbations to the time
signature of the aerosol fingerprint. If aerosol cooling is
shifted earlier by two decades, agreement with the observations can only be reached by combining a muchreduced greenhouse warming with a nonphysical net
warming from aerosols.
We have also investigated the sensitivity of attribution results to the length of period of the analysis by
comparing an analysis for 1950–99 with the standard
1900–99 analysis and the resultant derived attributable
temperature trends calculated over the 1950–99 period
(Fig. 7). Anthropogenic factors (both G and S) are detected using signals derived from all three models in
both the full-century analyses (Fig. 7a) and in the 1950–
99 analyses (Fig. 7b). However, natural factors are only
detected in the full-century analyses. Natural external
forcings make a larger contribution relative to the total
forcing in the first half of the century than the second
half of the century, and detection of natural factors in
the early part of the twentieth century but not the latter
part has been seen in previous detection analyses (Tett
et al. 1999, 2002). The largest difference between the
two analyses is for the GFDL model, with the 50-yr
analysis finding that the observations are consistent
with a small greenhouse warming and a much larger
warming from natural factors (Fig. 7d), a result of a
negative (unphysical) NAT scaling factor (Fig. 7b).
Generally, however, the 50-yr analysis supports the
findings from the 100-yr analysis for a significant attributable warming from greenhouse gases that is likely to
be greater than the observed warming over the last 50
yr of the century.

5. Observationally constrained predictions
Observationally constrained predictions of twentyfirst-century temperature rise following the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A2 emissions scenario have been calculated for the three model analyses
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FIG. 7. Scaling factors and derived trends for the G (red), SO (green), and NAT (blue) contributions for
HadCM3, PCM, and GFDL models. Scaling factors derived (a) from the 1900–99 analysis and (b) from the 1950–99
analysis; they are used to derive 1950–99 trends (c) from the 1900–99 scaling factors and (d) from the 1950–99
scaling factors. Truncations for 100-yr analysis are given in the caption to Fig. 3 and truncations for 50-yr analysis
are 15, 15, and 30 for the HadCM3, PCM, and GFDL models, respectively.
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in the same way as described by Stott and Kettleborough (2002) and are shown in Fig. 8a. Probability density functions (PDFs) of the scaling factors on GHG
and ANTHRO [derived from Eq. (1)] are used to scale
SRES A2 predictions where the GHG scaling factor
scales a prediction including increases in well-mixed
greenhouse gases only and the ANTHRO scaling factor
scales predictions including anthropogenic forcings
(where we took the mean of three predictions of
HadCM3 and used single predictions of the PCM and
GFDL models). We take account of sampling uncertainty due to the small number of predictions from forecast ensembles. We also include uncertainty due to future forced natural variability, which we estimate from
the modeled response to past natural forcing. Finally,
we also take account of the uncertainty in the actual
possible future evolution, which will differ from the
forced evolution because of internal variability. Further
details are given in Stott and Kettleborough (2002).
The overall uncertainty in predictions of future temperature rise derived from the three models is shown by
the gray shading in Fig. 8a. The scaled predictions for
the three models (best estimates shown by the solid
lines in Fig. 8b) are in much better agreement than the
raw model predictions (dashed lines in Fig. 8b). These
results support the claim of Stott and Kettleborough
(2002) that these predictions are observationally constrained and therefore much less model dependent than
raw model predictions. Model-related uncertainty remains, reflecting the spread of patterns of possible
model-simulated responses to the different forcings,
and can be seen in the spread of the 5 and 95 percentiles
calculated from the three models (the colored lines in
Fig. 8a). The 5 percentiles of the PDF of warming rates
over the century derived from the three models range
from 2.5 to 3.1 K century⫺1 and 95 percentiles range
from 4.1 to 5.3 K century⫺1. Observational data provide
information on the climate’s transient response to the
relatively well-known forcing from well-mixed greenhouse gases (a combination of climate sensitivity and
rate of ocean heat uptake) and also on the likely range
of aerosol forcing (see Table 2). Taking this information into account provides estimates of the likely range
of future warming that are consistent with the observed
record. Such forecasts that depend largely on observations and are relatively robust to changes in models are
known as Stable Inference from Data (STAID) forecasts (KET05), whose uncertainty is expected to reduce
in a predictable way as the signal strengthens (Stott and
Kettleborough 2002).
Finally, we calculate PDFs of the transient climate
response (TCR) to a 1% yr⫺1 increase in carbon diox-
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FIG. 8. (top) Uncertainty ranges of observationally constrained
predictions for the three models (gray shading) and their 5–95
percentiles uncertainty ranges for HadCM3 (red lines), PCM
(green), and GFDL (blue). (bottom) Comparison of observationally constrained predictions (best estimates, solid lines) with raw
model predictions (dashed lines).

ide (Cubasch et al. 2001), which is calculated from the
globally averaged surface air temperature difference
between the average temperature over the 20-yr period
around the time of CO2 doubling and the mean temperature of the control run (which has preindustrial
levels of CO2), expressed as a warming rate over the
century. The unscaled values for TCR for the three
models are shown in Table 1 (Cubasch et al. 2001;
Meehl et al. 2004b; Cubasch et al. 2001). PDFs of TCR
are calculated in the same way as for temperature
change under the SRES A2 scenario, the main difference being that only the scaling factors on the greenhouse gas component constrains the TCR, it being the
response under greenhouse gas forcing only. As for the
temperature predictions shown in Fig 8, we take account of uncertainty in the observationally constrained
TCR due to internal variability and having only one
prediction of TCR from each model. To account for
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FIG. 9. Probability distributions of TCR (expressed as warming
rates over the century), as constrained by observed twentiethcentury temperature change, for HadCM3 (red), PCM (green),
and GFDL (blue). Colored stars show each model’s TCR.

this, the variance of the normally distributed perturbations is calculated from the control run (in this case for
20-yr mean temperature) and added to the uncertainty
in TCR. The three PDFs calculated using each model
are shown in Fig 9. Past observed temperature change
indicates that the TCR is likely to be higher than the
PCM model’s TCR, and this is the case even when the
analysis is carried out solely using PCM data. Also
shown in Fig 9 is the PDF calculated by weighting each
model equally and combining the three individual
PDFs into one single probability distribution by averaging. The mean TCR from this distribution is 3.0 K
with 5 and 95 percentiles of 2.2 and 4.0 K, respectively.

6. Summary and discussion
Results from optimal detection analyses, similar to
that described by Stott and Kettleborough (2002), when
applied to three climate models with different sensitivities and forcings, show that global mean warming over
the twentieth century attributable to anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions is well constrained by the observational record. All three models, when constrained
by observations, suggest that warming attributable to
greenhouse gases is between 0.7 and 1.3 K (5 and 95
percentiles) and therefore probably greater than the
observed warming of 0.6 K over the century.
The features that constrain the likely temperature
response to anthropogenic and natural forcings are the
temporal structure of the observed global mean temperature changes over the twentieth century and the
large-scale features of the spatial patterns of response.
Distinctive temporal structures in differential warming
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rates between the hemispheres, between land and
ocean, and between mid- and low latitudes help to discriminate between models and determine the relative
roles of greenhouse warming and sulfate cooling.
These results emphasize that care should be taken
not to overinterpret good agreement between climate
models and past observed global mean warming. With
large uncertainties in climate forcings, especially that
due to aerosols, agreement when models include all the
most important anthropogenic and natural forcings
could be obtained fortuitously as a result of, for example, balancing too much (or too little) greenhouse
gas warming by too much (or too little) aerosol cooling.
Optimal detection analyses determine which parts of
the responses of different models to particular climate
forcings are likely to be consistent with the estimated
observed response.
As is discussed in detail by KET05 an emergent constraint of the climate system provides a linear relationship between past and future warming because the fractional error in models’ simulations of global mean temperature stays approximately constant over time. The
results presented here demonstrate that observationally
constrained predictions produced in this way are
STAID, that is, they are relatively robust to changes in
models.
A limitation of our approach is that modeling uncertainty is represented by a single scaling factor on the
pattern of a model’s response to a particular forcing. To
avoid this “perfect model” assumption, it will be necessary to include an estimate of the covariance structure of modeling uncertainty in the analysis. An attempt to combine modeling uncertainty in a single
analysis was made by Gillett et al. (2002), who calculated the mean response patterns from five models
[HadCM2, HadCM3, the Coupled GCM, versions 1
and 2 (CGCM1 and CGCM2), and ECHAM3], which
they used as fingerprints in a detection of greenhouse
gas and sulfate aerosol influence. Their estimate of
modeling uncertainty was obtained by a simple rescaling of the variability estimated from a long control run,
thereby assuming that intramodel uncertainty has the
same structure as internal variability. Recently, a more
sophisticated methodology for incorporating modeling
uncertainty into detection analyses has been developed,
by including an estimate of the model error covariance
structure, obtained from intermodel differences, in the
regression method (Huntingford et al. 2006).
Estimation of modeling uncertainty is dependent on
the model simulations available and large multimodel
ensembles using different models to estimate structural
uncertainty will be required before a more systematic
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estimate of uncertainty can be derived (Murphy et al.
2004; Stainforth et al. 2005). The analysis reported here
indicates that uncertainty in attribution of global mean
temperature is relatively small; there are likely to be
much larger uncertainties for other climate variables
such as precipitation changes. Murphy et al. (2004)
showed that scaling patterns of surface temperature response to doubled CO2 from one model according to
the climate sensitivity reproduces fairly well the patterns from response from 52 other model members of a
perturbed physics ensemble. However, this scaling approach works much less well for precipitation changes.
Therefore, multimodel ensembles will be required to
estimate attributable changes in precipitation on regional scales.
All our results are subject to unquantified uncertainties arising from missing forcings and imperfect representation of climate physics. Nevertheless, the results
presented here demonstrate that a forecast determined
from observational constraints is relatively robust to
changes in models. A major contributor in the future to
reducing uncertainty in predictions of global mean temperatures is likely to be the strengthening signal of climate change (Stott and Kettleborough 2002). Our current estimate is that transient climate response under a
1% increase in carbon dioxide has a range of 2.2–4.0 K
(5–95 percentiles). Warming rates consistent with observational constraints lie between 2.5 and 5.3 K century⫺1 under the SRES A2 scenario of anthropogenic
emissions.
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